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“The Three Dharma Seals of Buddhism”
The Three Dharma
seals of Buddhism (
, san bou in) are the
three doctrinal points that
distinguish Buddhism
from other religious
schools of thought. Put in
Rev. John Iwohara another way, if you do not
teach these three things
as a minimum you cannot claim to be a school
of Buddhism. The three Dharma seals are: (1)
all that is caused to arise is impermanent (
, sho gyou mu jou), (2) all that which has
form is non-substantial (
, sho hou mu
ga), and (3) nirvana (extinction of troublesome
worries) is tranquility.
Religion is meant to help us to understand our
lives and through that understanding to live
our lives with courage and inspiration. That,
I think, is the practical application of religion.
How do these three Dharma Seals help us
to do that now, in our current situation? The
of impermanence, then nothing that we are
experiencing now should cause us fear. It is just
how everything changed. It is what it became.
However, because our current situation is
something that arose these circumstances, too,
must change over time. All that is caused to

arise is impermanent.
The second seal is sometimes also interpreted
as “inter-dependence.” Nothing can exist in
situation. We are not only in the middle of a
pandemic, but we also witnessed the eruption of
the social movement called Black Lives Matter.
What the covid-19 pandemic made painfully
clear is that we are all in this together. Covid-19
does not care what your socioeconomic status
is, it does not care what color your skin is, it
does not care what gender identity you may
have. If you are human you are a target of this
disease. If even one person is careless in how
the virus is dealt with the disease can spread to
everyone. The Black Lives Matter movement,
because we are being forced to see how we
can treat another human life, is also helping us
to see how we are all connected to each other.
To borrow the words of Martin Luther King,
Jr., “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere.” We are all in this together.
together can help us to understand what it
is that we have at the temple. We discover,
more clearly now, that the moments we have
with each other are limited. For example,
we have lost many friends during this “stay
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(Continued from page 1)
at home period.” The temple, unfortunately,
remains closed. We are being shown that the
ability to meet with our friends at the temple
is not something that we should just expect
to happen. We are being shown that these
meetings were beautiful opportunities that we
were allowed to share. We cannot gather by
ourselves. We need each other to do that. The
pandemic is making this painfully clear.

and pain. Ignoring how we are all related to
each other, failing to see how we are “all in this
together” also causes us and others pain and
anguish. This third seal is letting us know that
Buddhism has been able to discover that we are
not just fated to suffer endlessly. Instead, these
experiences that caused us to suffer can move
us to seek the path. Through following the path
we can gain understanding and wisdom. With
this understanding and wisdom we become
capable of sharing compassion.

we discover the meaning of our experiences

Next month: The Three Dhama Seals and Jodo
Shinshu

loved ones to death all cause us to feel sorrow

Congratulations! & Thank you! to Rev. Sekiya

John Iwohara

In my July article I wrote about the Three Dharma Seals of Buddhism. In that article I mentioned
together a new “group” is formed. However, because every group is also “caused to arise” or is
formed, every group must also be impermanent. When Rev. Miyaji retired we were very fortunate
to have Rev. Sekiya come so quickly to help us at the Gardena Buddhist Church. We are a very
busy temple. Although it could not have been an easy transition to go to a temple that has daily
morning services and daily messages in both English and Japanese; weekly Dharma School
Services, Adult English Language Services, and Japanese Language Services; monthly study
classes; and memorial and funeral services, Rev. Sekiya allowed us to continue all these different
programs. I would like to express my gratitude to Rev. Sekiya for working so diligently in helping
us to continue all these programs and in particular for helping us to maintain our Japanese
Language programs.
Although I’m sure that everyone will miss Rev. Sekiya’s presence at the Gardena Buddhist
Church, I would also like to express my congratulations to Rev. Sekiya upon being promoted to
the resident minister of the San Fernando Valley Hongwanji Buddhist Temple. Best wishes to Rev.
Sekiya as she continues to share her understanding and appreciation of the Nenbutsu teaching to
the members of our sister temple!
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TUESDAY SOCIAL
I wish we were able to gather and see each other. But currently, it is not possible,

The month of June was an incredibly sad month, as we lost 3 very dear friends:
Aki Kawamoto, Sue Okazaki, and Ellie Ozawa. Our sincere heartfelt condolences to each family.
We will always remember Aki for her HanaFuda playing skills, Sue for her special chicken salad
recipe, and Ellie for her weekly delicious soups. Thank you, we will miss you.
Many have heard the news that the BCA has re-assigned Rev. Sala Sekiya to the San Fernando
Valley Buddhist Temple effective 8/1/2020. Sekiya Sensei, we will miss you at Sunday Services
and at our Tuesday Social gatherings. We appreciate your conversations with us, and your
interaction with all our Tuesday Friends. We will always think of you when we say “… with deep
gratitude, Itadakimasu”. Thank you.
June was a great month for Mr. Bill Nishimura,
who turned 100 years old. His drivebirthday celebration was captured by TV station
ABC7. A nice article was printed in the Rafu
Shimpo about Bill’s amazing 100 years. Bill

by

the BCA. HAPPY BIRTHDAY BILL!
Enjoy your special year.

Masks continue to be mandatory when in public places. If anyone needs
a mask, please let us know. We have wonderful seamstress that are still
making masks. If anyone needs assistance for anything, please reach out
to someone. There are many of us that can help you. Please don’t hesitate
to call. Please take care and be safe.

Need a mask?
Please let us
know!

The Community Projects Group
Thanks again to everyone for their support of
our group. As the church has been closed since
March, we have been working at home on our
graduation lei orders, as well as work on items such
as happi coats, scissors holder, aprons, all sorts of
kitchen goods and face masks.
We are looking forward to the day when we can
again meet at church for our bi-monthly gatherings.
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ABA News
Beginning on Father’s Day, June 21, ABA, together with the rest of the Sangha, has been enjoying
Sunday Services again via ZOOM. Although we can’t be physically together, it’s still so nice to
“see” everyone! Thank you to Rev. John, Rev. Sala, the chairpersons and technicians for making
it all happen.
We were saddened to hear that, as of August 1, Rev. Sala will be leaving us
to go to San Fernando Buddhist Church. While we will no longer be able to
listen to her Dharma messages, ABA gratefully appreciates all the guidance
Sensei has provided the group. We wish Sensei and Sophie all the best!
farewell party…ABA members love a party!
Take care, stay safe, stay healthy. Much love and gratitude to everyone
from ABA.

ICHI-MI CLUB
appreciate the sangha for hearing us and giving us a safe space within the sangha to be able to
know we are not alone in this journey.
Ichi-mi members have been working on transferring programs such as the
Gender Language workshop to a virtual platform. Our hope is that we will
be able to keep teaching, learning and growing with the sangha to keep
STAY SAFE

and friends even during this COVID-19 pandemic. We have also started
working on creating ichi-mi masks for our group to help us stay safe during
this pandemic.
In Gassho,

Wisteria Chugakko
Congratulations to Tyler and Kaitlyn!!
National Museum (JANM) in Los Angeles. At the museum students learned about the lives of
seven individuals who experienced the consequences of World War II (pre-war, wartime, postwar), participated in a scavenger hunt for historical artifacts, and viewed the documentary, “From
9066 to 9/11”. We concluded the day with lunch on the steps of JANM, and shopping in Little
Tokyo. It was a wonderful day of learning and shared experiences.
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)
only participated in, but were recognized for their dedicated efforts to research history and to write
and create a project on this period of history. Our Wisteria Chugakko students were recognized by
the Manzanar Committee Student Awards Program after submitting their projects. We would like
to congratulate our Wisteria Chugakko students of whom we are so very proud.

Tyler Higuchi
Congratulations! It is our pleasure to announce that you are a winner! Your project was selected as
our 1st place winner in the 6th – 8th grade Level, Visual Arts Category of the Manzanar Committee
Student Awards Program. Your project showed a great deal of thought and work. (Please view his
artwork and read his written piece below.)
“Compare and Contrast What is Happening In the Musllm Community with the Japanese
American experience. What can you do to support the Muslim community today?”
The situation with the Muslim American
Japanese Americans during Wor1d War
II. Both groups have been unfairly treated
as traitors and/ or prisoners in their own
communities. On Dec. 7, 2015 President
Trump called for a shutdown of Muslims
entering the U.S. because he seemingly
believes all Muslims are potentially
terrorists. Coincidentally, on Dec.7, 1941,
Japanese planes attacked the U.S. Naval
Base at Pearl Harbor, HI. The next day, the
U.S. declared war on Japan and entered
World War II. A few months later, Americans
of Japanese descent were incarcerated
in isolation camps because, “few if any

Americans, being unfairly treated as traitors in their own country and anti-Muslim attitude is being
allowed to grow strongly.
Today, I am creating artwork to remind our country of the parallels between the Muslim American
and Japanese American experiences to help ensure that the injustices suffered by my Japanese
American great grandparents are not repeated in this country.
Name: Tyler Higuchi Grade: 7th
(Continued on page 6)
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Kaitlyn Quach
Congratulations! It is our pleasure to announce that you are a winner! Your project was selected
as our 2nd place winner in the 6th – 8th grade Level, Written Category of the Manzanar
Committee Student Awards Program. Your project showed a great deal of thought and work.
(Please read her essay below.)

Many people say rude or mean remarks when they are not thinking, jealous, or in need of
someone else to blame. An example is on the morning of December 7, 1941, more than a
hundred planes launched a surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, a United States Navy Base near
naval vessels, eight battleships, and more than 300 airplanes. After the damage was done, more
than 2,400 Americans died and 1,000 people were injured. In World War I, Japan and the United
States were allies, but that quickly changed in World War II. America declared war on Japan
leading to the start of the Second World War. Why did Japan bomb America? Well, you could
say Japan was insecure. They believed that in order to solve their economic and demographic
problems, they had to expand their territory and collect their resources. This shows that when
people feel threatened, they act out. This disagreement led to many lives lost and a bloody war
and the Western United States were relocated to concentration camps that were away from vital
areas like docks, oil wells, shipyards, and air bases. This happened because the United States
government did not want any Nikkei spies in these crucial areas. Most of the Nikkei obeyed, but
some men challenged the government, which led to incarceration. Two-Thirds of the Nikkei that
relocated were born in America and making them move showed how people still discriminated
against different ethnic groups.
Although America is a free country, people still went behind other citizen’s backs saying they were
not loyal just because of their race. This leads to people not trusting each other and not standing
together as one.
Concentration camps segregated Nikkei. For this
reason, I think we should not have had concentration
camps. These camps separated people based on
their ethnicity and were used for physical isolation
or forced labor. These camps were a sign of the
government’s physical and legal power. When
people are forced into these camps, they were
isolated from everyone else by barbed wire and
guard towers. The Nikkei were wrongfully imprisoned
without a trial. This was bad for the internee’s mental
health because it caused depression and loneliness.
People should also be able to interact with others,
especially their family members.
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When the war was over, Nikkei people were released from concentration camps and returned to
everything they had owned before had been sold to other ethnic groups. Later Americans found
out that the Nikkei’s incarceration happened not because of military necessity, but because of
their race. This shows that when people feel threatened, people forget about the Constitution,
but instead do what “they think is right,” even if it is not fair. This event led to the Civil Liberties
Act of 1988 and a presidential apology with 20,000 dollars to every surviving Japanese American
making our voice heard because an event like this should never happen again. People should not
be discriminated against because of their ethnicity, gender, religion, or cultural background. Today,
time, and meeting with other people that believe in the same goal and values.
A recent major event is the COVID-19, a disease that can spread quickly. In this situation, it
would be good to have a separate camp for those that are ill. This will prevent the disease from
spreading to those who are vulnerable. But, just because the COVID-19 originated in China, it
does not mean Asians have the illness. At school, some people joke around that they have the
disease or someone else has the COVID-19 because they are Chinese. This makes people feel
bad about themselves and just puts people down even if they are kidding.
Even though segregation is over, stereotypes still exist in this world. One thing that we can do to
make the world a better place is when someone is in need of a friend because they were bullied or
excluded, be a kind
friend. A good person will try to cheer them up, support them, stand up to bullies and tell them that
we are here to support you. In communities, schools, and work spaces, we should encourage a
safe and respectful environment. This will create a safe place for people if they need cheering up
or just feel like talking to a person that cares. We can all do our part to stop discrimination and
change the world for the better.

Tyler and Kaitlyn:
into young adults. We commend you for your self-motivation to research, write and edit your
essays, as well as lay the atmosphere for you to present your ideas through art. Continue to
express your feelings and ideas in your future endeavors. We are proud of
both of you.
We would like to thank Jenny Chomori, Co-chair Manzanar Committee and
Janet Fujii, Co-chair Manzanar Committee Student Awards Program, for
sponsoring and leading this endeavor to connect our young adults to their
past.
With Gassho,
Reverend John Iwohara
Wisteria Chugakko Headmaster
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Wisteria Chugakko 2021
We look forward to seeing you at Wisteria Chugakko 2021!

Please email wisteria.chugakko@gardenabuddhistchurch.org for more details.
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Happenings

see everyone and catch up.
Meeting

Yuika Hasebe from Hompa Hongwanji Hawaii Betsuin will be the guest speaker.
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From GBC Board Chairperson

Hope you are all safe and healthy. It’s been 3 months since we were last
together at Sunday service but it seems much longer. This pandemic has
shown us how important a role the the temple plays in our lives and how
much we treasure the time we spend with each other. I wish I could tell
you all that we will be able to gather again soon but the rise in new cases
continues. The church board is monitoring the Covid-19 situation to see
when it will be safe to reopen. I know everyone is anxious to return to
Imogene Imada
temple for services and see each other again but we ask that everyone be
patient. Although the County of Los Angeles Department of Public Health
and the City of Gardena has announced places of worship can reopen with appropriate safety
protocols in place, it is also strongly recommended that places of worship continue to facilitate
remote services and other related activities for those who are vulnerable to COVID-19 including
older adults and those with multiple health conditions. The majority of our Sangha falls into this
at-risk category and we do not want to put our members, employees or visitors at risk. So, there
are no plans to re-open in the immediate future. A committee has been formed to start planning for
the eventual reopening of the temple but again there are no plans to reopen soon. With the recent
increase in new Covid-19 cases the temple advisors have recommended extending the temple
closure through August 31st.
To keep our Sangha connected with the Dharma and each other, our Religious and Buddhist
Education Committees (BEC) are working on virtual options for our services. The committee
recently established live streaming Sunday services. Our Dharma School classes are now virtual
other options for bringing the Dharma to those that may not be able to take advantage of virtual
services. We welcome any ideas to help the committee plan for future events or improve our
virtual services.
It is with regret that I announce the reassignment of Rev. Sekiya to San Fernando Valley
Hongwanji Buddhist Temple effective as of August 1st. With the retirement of Rev. Patti Usuki, the
Bishop decided to have Rev. Sekiya replace Rev. Usuki. Rev. Sala has been a wonderful minister
to us and it saddens us to have to lose her. We will miss her but appreciate all of sensei’s hard
work and are grateful for the 3 years she has been at Gardena. We wish her much success at
San Fernando Valley. Due to the pandemic situation we are not able to plan a farewell party for
her yet but once we are able to gather again safely we will have that event. Luckily she will still be
in Southern District so she won’t be far away.

July 2020
10 Ad Hoc Committee Meeting via Zoom
11 GBC Board meeting via Zoom
12 Sunday Service via Zoom
BWA meeting via Zoom
Ichi-Mi Monthly meeting
16 BEC meeting via Zoom
17 Young Adult Dharma
19 Sunday Service via Zoom
26 Sunday Service via Zoom

August 2020
7:00pm
1:00pm
9:30am
11:00am
12:30pm
7:00pm
6:30pm
9:30am
9:30am

2
3
9

Sunday Service via Zoom
Megumi Articles due
Obon/Hatsubon Hoyo Service via Zoom
Ichi-Mi Monthly meeting via Zoom
16 Sunday Service via Zoom
23 Sunday Service via Zoom
30 Sunday Service via Zoom
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『有難うございます ー 門前の小僧習わぬ経を読む』

関谷沙羅開教使

（12ページに続く）
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（11ページからの続き）

Board Meeting
Date
Saturday, July 11
Time
1PM
Via Zoom
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『異動のご挨拶』

関谷沙羅

Obon & Hatsubon Hoyo お盆＆初盆法要
Date & Time: Sunday, August 9 at 9:30AM
Location: Remote via Zoom
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